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TRANSMITTED VIA FACSIMILE, ELECTRONIC MAIL AND COURIER
16 February 2012

Mr. Serdar Acir
Contact Information Redacted

RE:

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF REGISTRAR’S ABILITY
TO CREATE NEW REGISTERED NAMES OR
INITIATE INBOUND TRANSFERS OF REGISTERED NAMES

Dear Mr. Acir:
Be advised that Alantron Bilişim Ltd Şti.’s (“Alantron”) ability to create new Registered
Names or initiate inbound transfers of Registered Names is suspended pursuant to
Section 2.1 of the Registrar Accreditation Agreement between Alantron and the Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers, dated 22 March 2010 (“RAA”).
The suspension is effective 17:00:00 (UTC/GMT) 8 March 2012 through 17:00:00
(UTC/GMC) 6 April 2012, or longer if Alantron has not cured all outstanding breaches
and demonstrated compliance on or before 28 March 2012. Consistent with Section 2.1
of the RAA, during the suspension period, Alantron must not:
1. Create new Registered Names for any TLD; or
2. Initiate or accept inbound transfers of Registered Names for any TLD.
This suspension is due to Alantron’s failure to timely cure the breaches set forth in
ICANN’s Notice of Breach of RAA dated 7 November 2011 (“Notice of Breach”)
http://www.icann.org/en/correspondence/burnette-to-acir-07nov11-en.pdf. As of the
date of this letter, Alantron’s outstanding breaches include:
a) Failure to maintain registration records pursuant to Section 3.4 of the RAA;
b) Failure to make registration records available for inspection and copying upon
reasonable notice by ICANN pursuant to Section 3.4 of the RAA; and
c) Failure to timely pay accreditation fees pursuant to Section 3.9 of the RAA.
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Please see the attached chronology for details. We also took into account Alantron’s
compliance record in the past two years, as this is Alantron’s second breach in the past
two years (16 April 2010) and there have been numerous non-compliance incidents,
including repeated failures to deposit escrow data.
Alantron must immediately cure all outstanding breaches to remain an ICANNaccredited registrar. Alantron must demonstrate compliance ten days before the
scheduled suspension period ends. Accordingly, Alantron must cure all outstanding
RAA breaches on or before 28 March 2012. Failure to cure all outstanding breaches by
28 March 2012 will result in RAA termination and an extension of Alantron’s suspension
pending final termination.
To cure the outstanding breaches and demonstrate compliance with the RAA, ICANN
demands that Alantron:
1. Implement a system to retain all required registration records and related
correspondence with Registered Name Holders, as required by Section 3.4 of the
RAA;
2. Provide proof of implementation on or before 28 March 2012; and
3. Pay all past due accreditation fees in the amount of $4,335.31 by 28 March 2012.
Additional Concerns
On 22 November 2011, in response to ICANN’s request that Alantron cure the breaches
set forth in ICANN’s Notice of Breach, Alantron admitted that:
1. Its electronic domain name registration systems were deficient, resulting in two
parties being notified that they had successfully registered the same domain
name;
2. Its Whois server provided unreliable data reflecting Alantron’s failure to update
Whois records daily as required by Section 3.3.1 of the RAA; and
3. Its electronic domain name registration systems were not communicating with
each other.
ICANN is requesting that Alantron provide specific data to allow ICANN to monitor
Alantron’s compliance with the RAA. Beginning 1 March 2012, and until further notice,
please provide the following:


A comprehensive list of all Registered Names under Alantron’s management
(this should be provided on the 1st day of every month); and
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Weekly summaries, to be provided every Tuesday, of domain name database
changes (examples include, deletions, transfers out, changes in contact
information, name server changes and renewals). The summary must include
the name of every domain for which a change has been made and a description
of the change. This information should be provided in a CSV file. See the
attached document for additional information regarding the format ICANN is
requesting Alantron use to provide this information.

Notice on Alantron’s Web Site
During the suspension period, Alantron must prominently display the following on its
web site on all pages where Registrar Services, as defined by the RAA, are offered:
No new registrations or inbound transfers will be accepted from 8
March 2012 through 6 April 2012.
If you have any questions, please contact me at stacy.burnette@icann.org.
Sincerely,

Stacy Burnette
Director
Contractual Compliance

cc

VeriSign (.com, .net, .name)
Neustar (.biz)
PIR (.org)
Afilias (.info)
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Chronology
Below is a chronology of our correspondence and other attempts to obtain records from
Alantron demonstrating compliance with the RAA.
7 Nov. 2011

10 Nov. 2011

11 Nov. 2011

After several informal attempts to resolve non-compliance issues,
ICANN sent a Notice of Breach to Alantron’s primary contact,
Serdar Acir, via email at Contact Information Redacted facsimile and
postal mail. The Notice of Breach was based on Alantron’s failure
to maintain and provide access to registration data. The Notice of
Breach required Alantron to provide data demonstrating
compliance by 28 November 2011.
Mr. Acir contacted ICANN, via email, and provided a “first draft” of
Alantron’s response to ICANN’s Notice of Breach that included
records purporting to demonstrate compliance with the RAA. Mr.
Acir stated a “full” response would be provided soon.
ICANN responded to Mr. Acir’s 10 November 2011 email message
reminding Mr. Acir that Alantron must cure all breaches by 28
November 2011. ICANN advised Alantron that to cure the
breaches and demonstrate compliance with Section 3.4 of the
RAA, Alantron needed to provide the following documents and data
concerning a specific domain name by 28 November 2011:
•
The submission date and time, and the content, of all
registration data (including updates and deletions) Alantron
submitted to the .COM registry operator, VeriSign Inc.;
•
Copies of Whois outputs and reasons for changes;
•
Copies of all registration agreements;
•
Copies of all written communications constituting registration
applications, confirmations, modifications, or terminations and
related correspondence with Registered Name Holders; and
•
Copies of all records of the accounts of all Registered Name
Holders with Registrar, including dates and amounts of all
payments and refunds.
ICANN further advised Mr. Acir that it was in Alantron’s best
interest to provide complete information that clearly demonstrated
compliance. The provision of partial, ambiguous information that
did not demonstrate compliance may result in the loss of Alantron’s
accreditation.
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15 Nov. 2011

16 Nov. 2011

22 Nov. 2011

29 Nov. 2011

30 Nov. 2011
7 Dec. 2011

Mr. Acir contacted ICANN, via email, stating that Alantron did not
have all of the data requested in the Notice of Breach and that
some of the data was in the possession of Snapnames.com. Mr.
Acir further stated that ICANN was the only party that could request
the data from Snapnames.com.
ICANN responded to Mr. Acir, via email and telephone, stating that
ICANN would not request registration data from any entity other
than Alantron, as Alantron is required to maintain all registration
data concerning domain names managed by Alantron.
Mr. Acir contacted ICANN, via email, and provided a response to
ICANN’s Notice of Breach. Mr. Acir provided narratives and
seemingly incomplete registration data. The data did not include
evidence that registration contracts were consummated. However,
the information included admissions that Alantron maintained two
electronic registration systems that did not communicate, which
resulted in two different parties being notified that they had
successfully registered the same domain name. Additionally, the
information stated that Alantron failed to timely update its Whois
records.
ICANN contacted Mr. Acir, via email, requesting that he advise
ICANN staff if specific data demonstrating that registration
contracts were consummated was provided in the data sent to
ICANN on 22 November 2011, as that information was not found.
Mr. Acir contacted ICANN, via email, advising that all of the data
ICANN requested was provided on 22 November 2011.
ICANN contacted Mr. Acir, via telephone , to inform Mr. Acir that
the information provided by Alantron to date did not demonstrate
that Alantron was maintaining all required registration records, as
the information provided only included copies of the registrar’s
registration contract, but no evidence demonstrating that specific
registrants agreed to the terms of Alantron’s registration contract. In
that conversation, Mr. Acir admitted that Alantron had not provided
the specific information requested by ICANN concerning
registration contracts. ICANN sent an email message to Mr. Acir
memorializing the telephone conversation and requesting that
Alantron provide time stamped electronic logs reflecting the IP
address of each registrant (or the registrant's agent) that registered
a specific domain name and agreed to Alantron’s registration
contract to prove that Alantron is maintaining registration data as
required by Section 3.4.2 of the RAA. Alantron was requested to
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8 Dec. 2011

9 Dec. 2011

16 Dec. 2011

19 Dec. 2011

23 Dec. 2011

27 Dec. 2011

provide this information within 24 hours.
Mr. Acir contacted ICANN, via email, requesting an additional 24
hours to respond to ICANN’s request due to the size of the log files
that needed to be reviewed.
Mr. Acir contacted ICANN, via email, and provided data in
response to ICANN’s 7 December 2011 request. The data provided
did not demonstrate compliance with Section 3.4 of the RAA, as it
did not demonstrate that Alantron maintained records regarding
Registered Names Holders’ registration contracts.
Mr. Acir contacted ICANN, via telephone, to discuss the data
provided on 9 December 2011. ICANN advised Mr. Acir that the
data he provided did not demonstrate compliance. Mr. Acir stated
that perhaps there was a language problem because English was
not his first language. The parties discussed having a telephone
conference with an interpreter to assist with communication on 20
December 2011.
ICANN contacted Mr. Acir, via email, to advise that the meeting
scheduled for 20 December 2011 was cancelled; however, ICANN
would have a previous email message that set forth exactly what
was needed to demonstrate compliance translated to Turkish and
that notice would be provided to Mr. Acir as soon as possible.
ICANN staff with fluency in Turkish contacted Mr. Acir to
communicate ICANN’s data request in Turkish. Mr. Acir provided
documents in response to this request; however, the documents
did not demonstrate compliance with Section 3.4 of the RAA.
ICANN sent Mr. Acir a compliance notice, via email, stating, among
other things, that the documents provided on 23 December 2011
did not demonstrate compliance with Section 3.4 of the RAA.
ICANN requested (in English and Turkish) that Alantron provide the
following documents and data concerning a specific domain name
to demonstrate compliance with Section 3.4 of the RAA:
•
The submission date and time, and the content, of all
registration data (including updates and deletions) Alantron
submitted to the .COM registry operator, VeriSign Inc.;
•
Copies of Whois outputs and reasons for changes;
•
Copies of all registration agreements;
•
Copies of all written communications constituting registration
applications, confirmations, modifications, or terminations and
related correspondence with Registered Name Holders; and
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1 Jan. 2012
4 Jan. 2012

4 Jan. 2012

4 Jan. 2012

11 Jan. 2012

12 Jan. 2012
16 Jan. 2012

•
Copies of all records of the accounts of all Registered Name
Holders with Registrar, including dates and amounts of all
payments and refunds. A sample of the type of data that was
requested was attached to the email message.
Mr. Acir sent ICANN a note, via email, stating that Alantron had
given ICANN all of the documents it had concerning this issue.
Mr. Acir sent ICANN additional data, via email. This data included
an admission that Alantron did not have records reflecting the dates
and amounts of all payments and refunds concerning Registered
Names Holders that registered domain names with Alantron
through the batch pool process.
ICANN contacted Mr. Acir, via email, to get clarification regarding
the data submitted on 4 January 2012, as it referenced records that
were not included in the information provided.
Mr. Acir contacted ICANN, via telephone, to advise that there were
no additional records and he was not sure why records were
referenced that did not exist.
ICANN contacted Mr. Acir, via email and telephone, to inquire
about non-working links contained in the data submitted on 4
January.
Mr. Acir sent ICANN a note, via email, stating that he needed time
to go through Alantron’s records to respond to ICANN’s inquiry.
Mr. Acir contacted ICANN, via email, regarding ICANN’s question
about non-working links in the data provided on 4 January 2012.
Mr. Acir advised that the relevant information that might be
accessed through the non-working links in the document, was
provided in text in another section of the document. Mr. Acir offered
to provide any additional information needed.

10 June 2009

Mrs. Manita Malik
Lead Networks Domains Pvt. Ltd.

Contact Information Redacted

RE: NOTICE OF BREACH OF REGISTRAR ACCREDITATION AGREEMENT
Dear Mrs. Malik:
Please be advised that as of 10 June 2009, Lead Networks Domains Pvt. Ltd. (“Lead Networks”) is in
breach of the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (“ICANN”) Registrar Accreditation
Agreement (“RAA”) for failure to comply with the RAA and Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution
Policy (“UDRP”).
This letter highlights some of the many instances in which Lead Networks engaged in business conduct that
failed to comply with the UDRP. More specifically, this letter provides clear examples that demonstrate
when and how Lead Networks failed to comply with the following provisions of the UDRP and RAA:
1. RAA Section 3.4 (Retention of Registered Name Holder and Registration Data); and
2. Rules for UDRP, Rule 16(a) (Communication of Decision to Parties).
Failure to comply with the provisions of the UDRP is a breach of Section 3.8 of the RAA.
ICANN Investigation Summary
As Lead Networks is aware, in April 2009, ICANN commenced an investigation of Lead Networks’
business conduct concerning compliance with the UDRP. ICANN’s investigation focused on 61 UDRP
proceedings in which prevailing complainants alleged Lead Networks failed to implement provider
decisions as required under paragraph 4.k. of the UDRP. The cases involved domain names such as:
•

boyscoutofamerica.com

•

baylormedicalhospital.com

•

bankofamercia.comwwwcitibankonline.com and

•

itunesdownload.com.

During our investigation, ICANN determined that Lead Networks engaged in business conduct that
demonstrates a lack of cooperation with ICANN, a pattern of questionable practices and noncompliance
with the UDRP and disregard for the protection of registrants.
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Con

Lead Networks faile to cooperate with ICANN’s investigation in good faith. ICANN granted Lead
Networks an extension to provide records by 5 May 2009. Lead Networks is required to maintain records
and data pursuant to RAA Section 3.4. As of 8 June 2009, an entire month after the deadline, Lead
Networks had not provided any records or an explanation for its failure to do so. ICANN found this
particularly disconcerting considering Lead Networks’ RAA expires 15 June 2009, coupled with the
accusations regarding Lead Networks' conduct as described in a letter to ICANN from the World
Intellectual Property Organization and complaints voiced by various members of the ICANN community.
ICANN received data from Lead Networks on 9 June 2009. This data arrived one month after the deadline,
one week before an ICANN meeting and nearly one week before Lead Networks’ RAA expires. However,
ICANN believes that reviewing the data Lead Networks provided is in the best interests of protecting
registrants and thus will extend Lead Networks’ current RAA for 30 days while ICANN reviews the data
and makes a final determination.
Failure to comply with RAA Section 3.4.2 (Retention of Registered Name Holder and Registration Data)
Lead Networks failed to comply with its contractual obligation to maintain data and produce it upon
ICANN’s request pursuant to RAA section 3.4.2. This section requires registrars to maintain all related
correspondence with Registered Name Holders. The section reads;
3.4.2 During the Term of this Agreement and for three years thereafter,
Registrar (itself or by its agent(s)) shall maintain the following records
relating to its dealings with the Registry Operator(s) and Registered Name
Holders:
3.4.2.1 In electronic form, the submission date and time, and the content,
of all registration data (including updates) submitted in electronic form to
the Registry Operator(s);
3.4.2.2 In electronic, paper, or microfilm form, all written
communications constituting registration applications, confirmations,
modifications, or terminations and related correspondence with
Registered Name Holders, including registration contracts; and
3.4.2.3 In electronic form, records of the accounts of all Registered Name
Holders with Registrar, including dates and amounts of all payments and
refunds.
On 16 April 2009, ICANN requested that Lead Networks provide all data required under section 3.4.2 for
each domain name subject to our investigation. This data should include (though is in no way limited to)
official documentation received from Registered Name Holders challenging UDRP panel decisions. Lead
Networks did not provide this data for any of the domain names identified, nor did Lead Networks provide
an explanation for failing to comply with ICANN’s request.
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Pursuant to section 3.4.3, Lead Networks is required to make these records available to ICANN upon
reasonable notice. Lead Networks’ failure to provide the registrant data to ICANN is a separate and
independent breach of the RAA.
Because Lead Networks failed to cooperate with this aspect of the investigation, ICANN can only
determine that Lead Networks failed to maintain the registration data as required under RAA Section 3.4.2.
ICANN deems this conduct a breach of Lead Networks’ obligations under Section 3.4.2 a separate and
independent breach of the RAA.
UDRP Rule 16(a)
Lead Networks has admitted that it has never complied with UDRP Rule 16(a). Rule 16(a) requires the
registrar to, “immediately communicate to each Party, the Provider, and ICANN the date for the
implementation of the decision in accordance with the Policy.” This rule places an affirmative obligation
on registrars to communicate how they intend to implement Provider decisions in every case.
ICANN staff reviewed its records to locate Lead Networks’ 16(a) notifications to ICANN and the parties
concerning the 61 cases within ICANN’s investigation, and could not locate a single instance in which Lead
Networks communicated plans to implement the Provider decisions. Further, in an e-mail transmission
from Lead Networks to ICANN, dated 29 May 2009, a Lead Networks representative indicated that Lead
Networks was not aware of its obligations pursuant to Rule 16(a) prior to ICANN’s investigation. The Lead
Networks representative further admitted that because Lead Networks was unaware of the contractual
obligation, Lead Networks has not engaged in the practice of communicating plans to implement Provider
decisions as required by the UDRP.
Based on Lead Networks’ willful and consistent failure to immediately communicate to each Party, the
Provider, and ICANN the date for the implementation of the decision in accordance with the UDRP,
ICANN deems Lead Networks in breach of UDRP Rule 16(a) and by extension the Lead Networks RAA.
ICANN has previously expressed the importance of the notification required by UDRP Rule 16(a); it was
one of the grounds for the notice of breach issued to Red Register, Inc. in May 2008
<http://www.icann.org/correspondence/burnette-to-sundin-15may08.pdf>. Again, the seriousness of this
compliance issue is magnified in this case by the accusations regarding Lead Networks' conduct as
described in
•

a letter to ICANN from the World Intellectual Property Organization dated 9 April 2009
<http://www.icann.org/correspondence/wilbers-to-jeffrey-09apr09-en.pdf> (asserting that
Lead Networks' conduct "undermines the efficacy of the UDRP in both spirit and letter."); and

•

complaints voiced by various members of the ICANN community.

Conclusion
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ICANN deems Lead Networks to be in breach of Sections 3.4 and 3.8 of the RAA, and UDRP rule 16(a).
To protect registrants and assist in an orderly transition of domain names that Lead Networks sponsors,
ICANN will extend Lead Networks RAA for 30 days to allow ICANN to review the data provided by Lead
Networks on 9 June 2009. Should Lead Networks have questions or require assistance, please feel free to
have representatives contact me at stacy.burnette@icann.org.
ICANN specifically reserves the right to pursue any and all other breaches besides those enumerated above,
and nothing herein shall be deemed a waiver of that right.

Very truly yours,

Stacy Burnette
Director, Contractual Compliance
stacy.burnette@icann.org

17 September 2014
TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL, FACSIMILE, AND COURIER
James Archer
Registration Technologies, Inc. (IANA # 321)

Contact Information Redacted

Email: Contact Information Redacted
Fax Number: Contact Information Redacted
RE: NOTICE OF BREACH OF REGISTRAR ACCREDITATION AGREEMENT
Dear Mr. Archer,
Please be advised that as of 17 September 2014, Registration Technologies, Inc. (“Registration
Technologies”) is in breach of its Registrar Accreditation Agreement (“RAA”) with the Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (“ICANN”) dated 4 October 2010 (“RAA”). These
breaches result from:
1. Registration Technologies’ failure to maintain and make available to ICANN registration
records relating to dealings with the Registered Name Holder (“RNH”) of the domain name
<alvideo.com>, pursuant to Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the RAA;
2. Registration Technologies’ failure to allow the RNH of the domain name <alvideo.com> to
transfer its domain registration to another registrar pursuant to Section 1 of the Inter-‐
Registrar Transfer Policy (“IRTP”), or, alternatively, provide a valid reason for denial pursuant
to Section 3 of the IRTP; and
3. Registration Technologies’ failure to provide the AuthInfo code within five calendar days to
the RNH of the domain name <alvideo.com>, pursuant to Section 5 of the IRTP.
Please refer to the attachment for details regarding these breaches.
In addition, Registration Technologies has been deemed noncompliant in the following areas:
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1. Failure to display a link to ICANN’s Registrant Educational Information webpage, as
required by Section 3.15 RAA; and
2. Failure to provide a policy consistent with the requirements of Section 2.1 of the Expired
Registration Recovery Policy (“ERRP”) to send expiration reminder notices approximately
one week prior to expiration and within 5 days after expiration.
Additional Considerations
ICANN notes that Registration Technologies exhibits a pattern of non-‐responsiveness to transfer
requests by RNHs and ICANN compliance notices. In addition, ICANN staff is often unable to contact
Registrar Technologies via telephone during business hours in the United States.
ICANN requests that Registration Technologies cure the breaches by 8 October 2014, 15 business
days from the date of this letter, by taking the following actions:
1. Provide copies of all written communications, including time-‐stamped communications,
between Registration Technologies and the RNH of the domain name <alvideo.com>,
including a copy of the registration agreement entered between Registration
Technologies and the RNH, all renewal reminders, and all expiration notices sent to the
RNH;
2. Provide the AuthInfo code to the RNH of the domain <alvideo.com>, and unlock the
domains for transfer;
3. Clearly display a link to ICANN’s Registrant Educational Information webpage on
Registration Technologies’ website;
4. Provide ICANN with a remediation plan, including dates and milestones, to ensure
Registration Technologies will send out expiration reminder notices to the RNHs of
domain names that it sponsors at the intervals required by the ERRP; and
5. Provide ICANN with corrective and preventative action(s), including implementation dates
and milestones, to ensure that Registration Technologies will timely respond to ICANN
and RNH inquiries.
If Registration Technologies fails to timely cure the breaches and provide the information requested
by 8 October 2014, ICANN may commence the RAA termination process.
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If you have questions or require assistance, please contact Owen Smigelski at
owen.smigelski@icann.org.
Sincerely,

Maguy Serad
Vice President
Contractual Compliance
Cc:

John O. Jeffrey, General Counsel and Secretary
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ATTACHMENT
Failure to retain registered name holder and registration data and failure to make such data available
for inspection and copying
Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the RAA requires registrars to maintain registered name holder and
registration data, and to make those records available to ICANN upon reasonable notice. As detailed
in the chronology below, ICANN sent Registration Technologies multiple notices requesting
registration data and records. To date, Registration Technologies has not provided these documents.
Registration Technologies’ failure to maintain and provide the requested data and records is a
breach of sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the RAA.
Failure to provide AuthInfo Code within five calendar days of RNH request
Paragraph 5 of the IRTP requires registrars to provide the RNH with the unique AuthInfo code within
five (5) calendar days of the RNH’s initial request. Registration Technologies’ failure to provide the
AuthInfo code within five days of the RNH’s request concerning domain name <alvideo.com> is a
breach of Section 5 of the IRTP.
Failure to allow RNH to transfer its domain name registration to another registrar or, alternatively,
provide a valid reason for denying the transfer
Section 1 of the IRTP states that RNHs must be able to transfer their domain name registrations
between registrars. Registrars may only deny a transfer request for the specific instances listed in
Section 3 IRTP. Registration Technologies’ failure to allow the transfer of the domain name
<alvideo.com> or provide a valid reason for denial of transfer is a breach of the IRTP.
Failure to display a link to ICANN’s Registrant Education Information Webpage
Section 3.15 of the RAA requires registrars to clearly display a link to ICANN’s Registrant Educational
Information webpage on its website. Registration Technologies’ failure to provide a link to ICANN’s
Registrant Educational Information webpage on its website is a breach of Section 3.15 of the RAA.
Failure to send expiration reminder notices at required intervals
Section 2.1 of the ERRP requires registrars to notify the RNH of the expiration of a domain name at
specific intervals. Pre-‐expiration reminder notices must be sent approximately one month prior to
expiration and approximately one week prior to expiration. If a registration is not renewed by the
RNH or deleted by the registrar, registrars must also send a post-‐expiration reminder notice within
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five days after the expiration of the registration. Registration Technologies’ website posts a policy
that does not comply with Section 2.1 of the ERRP and the failure to send expiration reminder
notifications at the required intervals is a breach of Section 2.1 of the ERRP.
Chronology:
Date of Notice
19-‐Aug-‐2014

Deadline for
Response
26-‐Aug-‐2014

27-‐Aug-‐2014

5-‐Sep-‐2014

3-‐Sep-‐2014

N/A

8-‐Sep-‐2014

15-‐Sep-‐2014

Details
ICANN sent 1st compliance notice via email to
jContact Information Redacted No response received from
Registrar.
ICANN sent 2nd compliance notice via email to
Contact Information Redacted and
Contact Information Redacted No response received from
Registrar.
ICANN spoke with Primary Contact on mobile number at
[REDACTED] and provided complaint details. ICANN
reminded Registrar that it must still respond to notices even
if transfer was completed. Registrar acknowledged this
obligation and ensured that the complaint would be
addressed by the due date. No response received from
Registrar.
ICANN sent 3rd compliance notice via email to
Contact Information Redacted and
Contact Information Redacted No response received from
Registrar.
ICANN sent 3rd compliance notice via fax to
. Fax successful.

Contact Information Redacted

8-‐Sep-‐2014

N/A

11-‐Sep-‐2014

N/A

16-‐Sept-‐2014

N/A

ICANN conducted compliance check to determine other
areas of noncompliance

17-‐Sept-‐2014

N/A

No response received from Registrar, and transfer has not
been completed.

Contact Information Redacted

ICANN left detailed message for Primary Contact at
with complaint details and ICANN staff direct dial
for any questions.

Contact Information Redacte

15 January 2015

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL, FACSIMILE, AND COURIER

Karun Jain
Visesh Infotecnics Ltd. d/b/a Signdomains.com (IANA #249)
Contact Information Redacted

Email: Contact Information Redacted
Fax: Contact Information Redacted
RE: NOTICE OF BREACH OF REGISTRAR ACCREDITATION AGREEMENT
Dear Mr. Jain
Please be advised that as of 15 January 2015, Visesh Infotecnics Ltd. d/b/a Signdomains.com (“Visesh
Infotecnics”) is in breach of its Registrar Accreditation Agreement (“RAA”) with the Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (“ICANN”) dated 19 July 2010 (“RAA”). This breach
results from:
1. Visesh Infotecnics’ failure to timely pay past due accreditation fees in the amount of
$3,518.93, as required by Section 3.9 of the RAA.
Please refer to the attachment for details regarding this breach.
In addition, Visesh Infotecnics has been deemed noncompliant in the following areas:
1. Failure to clearly display on Visesh Infotecnics’ website, and include a link in its
registration agreement to, its renewal fees, post-expiration renewal fees (if different) and
redemption/restore fees, as required by Section 4.1 of the Expired Registration Recovery
Policy (“ERRP”); and
2. Failure to display the correct ICANN logo on Visesh Infotecnics’ website, as required by
the Logo License Appendix of the RAA.
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ICANN requests that Visesh Infotecnics cure the breaches by 6 February 2015, 15 business days from
the date of this letter, by taking the following actions:
1. Pay all past due accreditation fees of $3,518.93;
2. Clearly display a link to renewal fees, post-expiration renewal fees (if different) and
redemption/restore fees on Visesh Infotecnics’ website and provide a link to the renewal
fees, post-expiration renewal fees (if different) and redemption/restore fees in Visesh
Infotecnics’ registration agreement; and
3. Display the correct ICANN logo on Visesh Infotecnics’ website in accordance with the Logo
License Appendix of the RAA.
If Visesh Infotecnics fails to timely cure the breaches and provide the information requested by 6
February 2015, ICANN may commence the RAA termination process.
If you have questions or require assistance, please contact Owen Smigelski at
owen.smigelski@icann.org.
Sincerely,

Maguy Serad
Vice President
Contractual Compliance
Cc:

John O. Jeffrey, General Counsel and Secretary

Karun Jain
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ATTACHMENT
Failure to pay accreditation fees
Section 3.9 of the RAA requires registrars to timely pay accreditation fees to ICANN, consisting of
yearly and variable fees. Visesh Infotecnics owes ICANN $3,518.93 in past due accreditation fees, in
breach of Section 3.9 of the RAA.
Failure to clearly display a link to renewal fees, post-expiration renewal fees (if different) and
redemption/restore fees on registrar’s website
Section 4.1 of the ERRP requires registrars to make their renewal fees, post-expiration renewal fees
(if different) and redemption/restore fees reasonably available to Registered Name Holders (“RNHs”)
and prospective RNHs at the time of registration of a gTLD name. At a minimum, these fees must be
clearly displayed on the registrar's website and a link to these fees must be included in the registrar's
registration agreements. Visesh Infotecnics’ failure to provide a link or clearly display these fees is a
breach of Section 4.1 of the ERRP.
Failure to display correct ICANN-Accredited Registrar logo
The Logo License Appendix of the RAA requires registrars, if displaying the ICANN-Accredited
Registrar logo, to use the logo displayed in the appendix. Visesh Infotecnics’ use of a modified
version of the ICANN-Accredited Registrar logo is a breach of the Logo License Appendix of the RAA.

Chronology:
Date of Notice
18-Aug-2014
30-Oct-2014
18-Nov-2014
30-Oct-2014

Deadline for
Response
N/A

6-Nov-2014

Details
ICANN sent detailed customer statements Visesh Infotecnics
Ltd. d/b/a Signdomains.com regarding past due
accreditation fees.
ICANN sent 1st compliance notice via email
Contact Information Redacted . No response received from

7-Nov-2014

14-Nov-2014

Registrar.
ICANN sent 2nd compliance notice via email to
Contact Information Redacted and Contact Information Redacted No
response received from Registrar.
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19-Nov-2014

N/A

19-Nov2014

26-Nov-2014

19-Nov-2014

N/A

26-Nov-2014

N/A

29-Dec-2014

N/A

12-Jan-2015

N/A

15-Jan-2015

N/A

ICANN called Primary Contact at Contact Information Redacted Number
not in service. ICANN called primary mobile at [MOBILE
REDACTED]. No answer and no ability to leave a message.
ICANN sent 3rd compliance notice via email to
and
Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted No response received from
Registrar.
ICANN sent 3rd compliance notice via fax to +91 11 4761
3399. Fax was unsuccessful.
ICANN called Primary Contact at Contact Information Redacted and
primary contact mobile at [MOBILE REDACTED]. Both
numbers were not in service.
Registrar made partial payment; insufficient to demonstrate
compliance.
ICANN conducted compliance check to determine other
areas of noncompliance.
To date, the Registrar has failed to pay all past due fees.

TRANSMITTED VIA FACSIMILE, ELECTRONIC MAIL, AND COURIER
13 September 2013
Chris Jeske
Cheapies.com Inc. (IANA ID# 1039)

Contact Information Redacted

Chris Jeske
Cheapies.com Inc.

Contact Information Redacted

Email: Contact Information Redacted
Fax: Contact Information Redacted
RE:

NOTICE OF BREACH OF REGISTRAR ACCREDITATION AGREEMENT AND
NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF REGISTRAR’S ABILITY TO CREATE NEW
REGISTERED NAMES OR INITIATE INBOUND TRANSFERS OF REGISTERED
NAMES

Dear Mr. Jeske:
Please be advised that as of 13 September 2013, Cheapies.com Inc. (“Cheapies.com”) is in
breach of its Registrar Accreditation Agreement (“RAA”) with the Internet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers (“ICANN”) dated 15 February 2011 (“RAA”). These
breaches result from:
•

Cheapies.com’s failure to provide the Registered Name Holder (“RNH”) of
<ebookvortex.com> with the mandatory Standardized Form of Authorization (“FOA”)
at least 24 hours after receiving the transfer request from the Registry Operator.

Please refer to the attachment for details regarding this breach. In addition, Cheapies.com
has been deemed noncompliant in the following areas:
•

Cheapies.com’s failure to display a link to ICANN’s Registrant Rights and
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Responsibilities webpage on Cheapies.com’s website, as required by Section 3.15 of
the RAA.
Additional Consideration
A fax sent to Cheapies.com during the compliance process by ICANN was unsuccessful. The
Primary Contact information in RADAR appears to be the same that was used in ICANN’s 11
January 2013 Notice of Breach that was returned as “undeliverable” by the courier.
ICANN requests that Cheapies.com cure the breaches by 4 October 2013, 15 working days
from the date of this letter, by taking the following actions:
1. Demonstrate to ICANN that Cheapies.com has remediated its systems to comply with
the Intra-Registrar Transfer Policy (“IRTP”), specifically the FOA requirements of
Section 3;
2. Display a link to ICANN’s Registrant Rights and Responsibilities webpage on
Cheapies.com’s website, and on all websites on which Cheapies.com offers
registration services, as required by Section 3.15 of the RAA; and
3. Provide ICANN with a primary contact update form duly completed and signed.
Suspension of Registrar’s Ability to Create New Registered Names or Initiate Inbound
Transfers of Registered Names
ICANN sent Cheapies.com Notices of Breach on 11 January 2013 and 18 January 2013. The
current breach is the third breach for Cheapies.com within a twelve-month period.
Accordingly, Cheapies.com’s ability to create new Registered Names or initiate inbound
transfers of Registered Names is suspended for 90 days pursuant to Section 2.1 of the RAA.
The suspension is effective 18:00:00 (UTC/GMT) 4 October 2013 through 18:00:00
(UTC/GMC) 2 January 2014, or longer if Cheapies.com has not demonstrated compliance on
or before 2 January 2014. Consistent with Section 2.1 of the RAA, during the suspension
period, Cheapies.com must not:
1. Create new Registered Names for any Top Level Domain (“TLD”); or
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2. Initiate or accept inbound transfers of Registered Names for any TLD.
The three breaches were primarily for (1) the failure of Cheapies.com to timely provide
ICANN with copies of documents and information and (2) the failure of Cheapies.com to
timely provide RNHs with access and information to manage their domain names.
ICANN also considered that during the complaint process, (1) Cheapies.com does not
respond to ICANN inquiries until the deadline of third compliance notices, (2) ICANN staff is
not able to contact Cheapies.com via telephone during business hours, and (3)
Cheapies.com does not return voice messages left by ICANN staff.
To demonstrate compliance, Cheapies.com must provide ICANN with:
1. The root-cause of the failure(s);
2. Any short-term, corrective actions to address the failure’s root cause; and
3. Any long-term, preventative actions to ensure that the failure(s) do not reoccur.
Cheapies.com must demonstrate compliance by 18 December 2013, fifteen days before the
scheduled suspension period ends. Failure to demonstrate compliance by 18 December
2013 may result in RAA termination and an extension of Cheapies.com’s suspension
pending final termination.
Notice on Cheapies.com’s Website
During the suspension period, Cheapies.com must prominently display the following on its
website on all pages where Registrar Services, as defined by the RAA, are offered:
No new registrations or inbound transfers will be accepted from 4 October 2013
through 2 January 2014.
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If you have questions or require assistance, please contact Owen Smigelski at
owen.smigelski@icann.org.
Sincerely,

Maguy Serad
Vice President
Contractual Compliance
Cc:

John O. Jeffrey, General Counsel and Secretary
VeriSign (.com, .net)
Neustar (.biz)
PIR (.org)
Afilias (.info)
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Attachment
Failure to Provide the FOA to the Registered Name Holder
Section 3 of the IRTP states that the FOA should be sent by the Registrar of Record to the
RNH as soon as operationally possible, but must be sent not later than 24 hours after
receiving the transfer request from the Registry Operator.
As detailed in the chronology below, ICANN sent multiple notices to Cheapies.com
requesting that it provide copies of written communications with the RNH of the domain
name <ebookvortex.com>. In response to the third compliance notice, Cheapies.com stated
that no FOA was ever sent to the RNH.
Chronology:

Date of
Notice

Deadline
for
Response

16-Jul-13

23-Jul-13

24-Jul-13

31-Jul-13

ICANN sent second compliance notice via email
toContact Information Redacted Registrar did not
respond.

25-Jul-13

N/A

ICANN called registrar at Contact Information Redacted . Left
a detailed voicemail. Registrar did not respond.

1-Aug-13

8-Aug-13

Details
ICANN sent first compliance notice via email to
Registrar did not respond.

Contact Information Redacted .

ICANN sent third compliance notice via email to
attempted to send it via
Contact Information Redacted
fax to
Fax unsuccessful.

Contact Information Redacted and
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Date of
Notice
5-Aug-13

8-Aug-13

14-Aug-13

20-Aug-13

Deadline
for
Response
N/A

Details
ICANN called registrar at Contact Information Redacted . Left
a detailed voicemail. Registrar did not respond.

N/A

Registrar responded to ICANN’s third compliance
notice stating that the AuthInfo code had been
sent to the RNH, but attached no documentation
to its response.

21-Aug-13

ICANN sent a follow-up to third compliance
notice requesting a copy of the email sent to the
RNH containing the AuthInfo code and a copy of
the FOA.

N/A

Registrar responded to ICANN follow-up to the
third notice and provided system logs of the
AuthInfo code retrieval. Registrar stated that no
FOA was ever sent to the RNH.

3 April 2015
TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL, FACSIMILE, AND COURIER

Adam Matuzich
Homestead Limited dba Namevault.com (IANA #1428)

Contact Information Redacted

Email: Contact Information Redacted
Fax: Contact Information Redacted
RE: NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF REGISTRAR’S ABILITY TO CREATE NEW REGISTERED NAMES OR
INITIATE INBOUND TRANSFERS OF REGISTERED NAMES
Dear Mr. Matuzich,
This notice is sent to Homestead Limited dba Namevault.com (“Namevault”) further to its Registrar
Accreditation Agreement (“RAA”) with the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers
(“ICANN”) dated 8 August 2013 (“RAA”).
Pursuant to Section 5.5.6 of the RAA, Namevault has been in fundamental and material breach of its
obligations under the RAA at least three (3) times within a twelve (12) month period. ICANN issued
notice of breach against Namevault on 9 April 2014, 1 October 2014 and 3 April 2015. Namevault’s
ability to create new Registered Names or initiate inbound transfers of Registered Names is
suspended for 90 days pursuant to Section 5.7 of the RAA.
The suspension is effective 21 April 2015 at 00:00 UTC and will conclude on 20 July 2015 at 00:00
UTC, or longer if Namevault has not demonstrated compliance on or before 29 June 2015. Consistent
with Section 5.7 of the RAA, during the suspension period, Namevault must not:
1. Create new Registered Names for any Top Level Domain (“TLD”); or
2. Initiate or accept inbound transfers of Registered Names for any TLD.
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To demonstrate compliance, Namevault must timely cure all the breaches identified in the notice of
breach dated 3 April 2015 and provide the following to ICANN:
1. Provide ICANN with corrective and preventative action(s), including implementation dates
and milestones, to ensure that Namevault will timely respond to ICANN and RNH inquiries
with accurate information;
2. Provide ICANN with corrective and preventative action(s), including implementation dates
and milestones, to ensure that Namevault will timely pay all accreditation fees; and
3. Demonstrate successful implementation of the corrective and preventative actions provided
in the items above during the suspension period.
Failure to demonstrate compliance by 29 June 2015 may result in RAA termination and an extension
to Namevault’s suspension pending final termination.
Notice on Namevault’s Website
During the suspension period, Namevault must prominently display the following on its website on
all pages where Registrar Services, as defined by the RAA, are offered:
No new registrations or inbound transfers will be accepted from 21 April 2015 through 20 July
2015.
Please be advised that Namevault may be subject to escalated compliance action (including RAA
termination) if ICANN receives additional information, either through complaints or its own
monitoring, demonstrating that Namevault continues to violate the RAA or Consensus Policies,
including failure to timely pay accreditation fees, after the suspension period ends.
If you have questions or require assistance, please contact Owen Smigelski at
owen.smigelski@icann.org.
Sincerely,

Adam Matuzich
Homestead Limited dba Namevault.com
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Maguy Serad
Vice President
Contractual Compliance
Cc:

John O. Jeffrey, General Counsel and Secretary

4 December 2014
TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL, FACSIMILE, AND COURIER

Gal Moran
Black Ice Domains, Inc. (IANA #1017)

Contact Information Redacted

Email: Contact Information Redacted
Fax: Contact Information Redacted
RE: NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF REGISTRAR’S ABILITY TO CREATE NEW REGISTERED NAMES OR
INITIATE INBOUND TRANSFERS OF REGISTERED NAMES
Dear Mr. Moran,
This notice is sent to Black Ice Domains, Inc. (“Black Ice”) further to its Registrar Accreditation
Agreement (“RAA”) with the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (“ICANN”) dated
18 January 2011 (“RAA”).
Pursuant to Section 5.3.4 of the RAA, Black Ice failed to cure breaches of the RAA within 15 working
days after ICANN issued Black Ice a notice of breach on 3 September 2014. Additionally, pursuant to
Section 2.1 of the RAA, Black Ice has been in fundamental and material breach of its obligations
under the RAA at least three (3) times within a twelve (12) month period; on 5 February 2014, 3
September 2014 and 4 December 2014. Black Ice’s ability to create new Registered Names or initiate
inbound transfers of Registered Names is suspended for 90 days pursuant to Section 2.1 of the RAA.
The suspension is effective 19 December 2014 at 00:00 UTC and will conclude on 18 March 2015 at
00:00 UTC, or longer if Black Ice has not demonstrated compliance on or before 11 March 2015.
Consistent with Section 2.1 of the RAA, during the suspension period, Black Ice must not:
1. Create new Registered Names for any Top Level Domain (“TLD”); or
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2. Initiate or accept inbound transfers of Registered Names for any TLD.
To demonstrate compliance, Black Ice must timely cure all the breaches identified in the notices of
breach dated 3 September 2014 and 4 December 2014 and provide the following to ICANN:
1. Provide ICANN with corrective and preventative action(s), including implementation dates
and milestones, to ensure that Black Ice will timely respond to ICANN inquiries; and
2. Timely pay all accreditation fees;
Failure to demonstrate compliance by 11 March 2015 may result in RAA termination and an
extension to Black Ice’s suspension pending final termination.
Notice on Black Ice’s Website
During the suspension period, Black Ice must prominently display the following on its website on all
pages where Registrar Services, as defined by the RAA, are offered:
No new registrations or inbound transfers will be accepted from 19 December 2014 through 18
March 2015.
If you have questions or require assistance, please contact Owen Smigelski at
owen.smigelski@icann.org.
Sincerely,

Maguy Serad
Vice President
Contractual Compliance
Cc:

John O. Jeffrey, General Counsel and Secretary

18 July 2014
TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL, FACSIMILE, AND COURIER

Darius Patel
BRANDON GRAY INTERNET SERVICES INC. (dba NameJuice.com) (IANA # 636)

Contact Information Redacted

Email:Contact Information Redacted
Fax Number: Contact Information Redacted
RE: NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF REGISTRAR’S ABILITY TO CREATE NEW REGISTERED NAMES OR
INITIATE INBOUND TRANSFERS OF REGISTERED NAMES
Dear Mr. Patel,
This notice is sent to BRANDON GRAY INTERNET SERVICES INC. (dba "NameJuice.com") (“Brandon
Gray”) further to its Registrar Accreditation Agreement (“RAA”) with the Internet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers (“ICANN”) dated 12 February 2014 (“RAA”).
Pursuant to Section 5.5.6 of the RAA, Brandon Gray has been in fundamental and material breach of
its obligations under the RAA at least three (3) times within a twelve (12) month period; on 16
December 2013, 19 March 2014, and 18 July 2014. Brandon Gray’s ability to create new Registered
Names or initiate inbound transfers of Registered Names is suspended for 90 days pursuant to
Section 5.7 of the RAA.
The suspension is effective 12 August 2014 at 00:00 UTC and will conclude on 17 October 2014 at
00:00 UTC, or longer if Brandon Gray has not demonstrated compliance on or before 10 October
2014.
Consistent with Section 5.7 of the RAA, during the suspension period, Brandon Gray must not:
1. Create new Registered Names for any Top Level Domain (“TLD”); or
2. Initiate or accept inbound transfers of Registered Names for any TLD.

TRANSMITTED VIA FACSIMILE, ELECTRONIC MAIL, AND COURIER
8 October 2013
Kim Story
Pacnames Ltd. (IANA ID# 103)

Contact Information Redacted

E-mail: Contact Information Redacted
Fax: Contact Information Redacted
RE:

NOTICE OF BREACH OF REGISTRAR ACCREDITATION AGREEMENT AND
NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF REGISTRAR’S ABILITY TO CREATE NEW
REGISTERED NAMES OR INITIATE INBOUND TRANSFERS OF REGISTERED
NAMES

Dear Ms. Story,
Please be advised that as of 8 October 2013, Pacnames Ltd. (“Pacnames”) is in
breach of its Registrar Accreditation Agreement (“RAA”) with the Internet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers (“ICANN”) dated 26 February 2012 (“RAA”). These
breaches result from:
1. Pacnames’ failure to maintain registration records as required by Section 3.4.2 of the
RAA; and
2. Pacnames’ failure to make available to ICANN data and records for the 25 domains in
Exhibit A of the Notice of Breach dated 5 August 2013, for the period 5 August 2010 to
present, as required by Section 3.4.3 of the RAA.
Please refer to the attachment for details regarding these breaches. ICANN requests that
Pacnames cure the breaches by 29 October 2013, 15 working days from the date of this
letter, by taking the following actions:
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For the 25 domains in Exhibit A, for the period 5 August 2010 to present, provide ICANN
with the following:
1. For each domain name registration, the data elements listed in Sections 3.3.1.1
through 3.3.1.8 of the RAA and the name and (where available) postal address, e-mail
address, voice telephone number, and fax number of the billing contact; and any other
Registry Data that Pacnames has submitted to the Registry Operator or placed in the
Registry Database under Section 3.2 of the RAA;
2. The submission date and time, and the content, of all registration data (including

updates) submitted in electronic form to the Registry Operator(s);
3. All written communications constituting registration applications, confirmations,
modifications, and terminations and related correspondence with Registered Name
Holders, including registration agreements; and
4. Records of the accounts of all Registered Name Holders with Pacnames, including
dates and amounts of all payments and refunds.
Failure to cure the outstanding breaches by 29 October 2013 may result in RAA termination.
Suspension of Registrar’s Ability to Create New Registered Names or Initiate Inbound
Transfers of Registered Names
ICANN sent Pacnames Notices of Breach on 10 June 2013 and 5 August 2013. The current
breach is the third breach for Pacnames within a twelve-month period. Accordingly,
Pacnames’ ability to create new Registered Names or initiate inbound transfers of Registered
Names is suspended for 90 days pursuant to Section 2.1 of the RAA.
The suspension is effective 18:00:00 (UTC/GMT) 1 November 2013 through 18:00:00
(UTC/GMC) 30 January 2014. Consistent with Section 2.1 of the RAA, during the
suspension period, Pacnames must not:
1. Create new Registered Names for any Top Level Domain (“TLD”); or
2. Initiate or accept inbound transfers of Registered Names for any TLD.
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The three breaches were primarily for (1) the failure of Pacnames to timely provide ICANN
with copies of data and records and (2) the failure of Pacnames to timely provide Registered
Name Holders (RNH) with access and information to manage their domain names.
To demonstrate compliance during the suspension, Pacnames must:
1. For those domains in Exhibit A still registered with Pacnames, provide ICANN with
monthly updates for items 1-4 above. This should be provided on the 1st of the month
for November 2013, December 2013, and January 2014; and
2. Timely and fully respond to all ICANN notices and RNH inquiries;
Failure to demonstrate compliance during the suspension may result in RAA termination and
an extension of Pacnames’ suspension pending final termination.
Notice on Pacnames’ Website
During the suspension period, Pacnames must prominently display the following on its
website on all pages where Registrar Services, as defined by the RAA, are offered:
No new registrations or inbound transfers will be accepted from 1 November 2013
through 30 January 2014.
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If you have questions or require assistance, please contact Owen Smigelski at
owen.smigelski@icann.org.
Sincerely,

Maguy Serad
Vice President
Contractual Compliance
Cc:

John O. Jeffrey, General Counsel and Secretary
VeriSign (.com, .net)
Neustar (.biz)
PIR (.org)
Afilias (.info)
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Attachment
Failure to Make Data and Records Relating to Registered Name Holders Available to ICANN
Section 3.4.2 of the RAA requires Pacnames to maintain registration data and records
relating to its dealings with RNHs and with the Registry Operator(s) for every domain name
under Pacnames’ management. Section 3.4.3 of the RAA requires Pacnames to make these
data and records available to ICANN upon reasonable notice.
As detailed in the chronology below, ICANN sent a Notice of Breach on 5 August 2013 to
Pacnames requesting registration data and records for the 25 domains listed in Exhibit A and
monthly updates for domains still registered with Pacnames. To date, Pacnames has not
provided these documents, data, or monthly updates.
Chronology:

Date of
Notice

5 August
2013

6 August
2013

7 August
2013

Deadline
for
Response

Details

26 August
2013

ICANN sent a Notice of Breach regarding
<primarycaredoctors.com>, which included a request for data
and records for 25 domains for data and monthly monitoring via
email to Contact Information Redacted , fax to Contact Information Redacted ,
and courier.

N/A

Registrar responded stating that the request for data and
monitoring of the 25 domain names was an audit and
burdensome.

N/A

ICANN responded via email to Contact Information Redacted
and Contact Information Redacted , reiterating that in order for the
registrar to maintain its accreditation, it must provide the
requested data and records for review and monitoring. Failure
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Date of
Notice

Deadline
for
Response

Details
to do so will result in an escalated enforcement action.

26 August
2013

27 August
2013

30 August
2013

6
September
2013
19
September
2013

N/A

Registrar responded via email providing data and records for
<primarycaredoctors.com>, but did not provide data and
records for the 25 domains for review and monitoring,
contending that it was an audit.

N/A

ICANN responded via email to Contact Information Redacted
and Contact Information Redacted acknowledging receipt of
registrar’s response.

6
September
2013

ICANN responded to registrar via email to
Contact Information Redacted and Contact Information Redacted ,
providing an extension for providing data and records for review
and monitoring in light of registrar’s collaboration regarding
<primarycaredoctors.com>.

N/A

Registrar responded to ICANN via email, providing data and
records for the domain <primarycaredoctors.com>, but did not
provide the requested data and records for the 25 domains for
review and monitoring contending the request was an audit.

N/A

ICANN responded via email toContact Information Redacted
and Contact Information Redacted acknowledging receipt of
registrar’s response and stating that a response would be sent
once review was completed.
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Date of
Notice

25
September
2013

3 October
2013

Deadline
for
Response

2 October
2013

N/A

Details
ICANN responded via email toContact Information Redacted
and Contact Information Redacted to clarify and address: (1) the
review and monitoring is pursuant to Section 3.4.3 and not an
audit pursuant to Section 3.14 as claimed by the registrar, (2)
ICANN makes similar requests to other registrars, and (3)
failure to supply the requested data and records by the deadline
would result in a notice of breach against the registrar. ICANN
proposed 2 times for a telephone conference call to discuss this
matter further.

Registrar responded with regrets to the invitation for a
telephone conference call. Registrar did not provide the
requested data and records regarding the 25 domains.
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EXHIBIT A - CONFIDENTIAL

[REDACTED]

